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We can learn to communicate in ways that deepen our relationships and bolster our own mental health.

We can become more authentic and empathic.

To lack authenticity means to focus on getting a particular reaction from others, or to obscure your true
feelings or experiences. It would be inauthentic to convey that your trip to Maine was perfect when you

couldn’t bear the family stress for another minute. Pretending to dislike something, such as the Twilight

books, when you truly relish them, is misleading.

When you are less than authentic, you set yourself up to feel increasingly unknown, different and alone.

In dating, if you connect with someone who lives for boating, but you gloss over your tendency to for
seasickness and your preference for hikes, there is a storm brewing.

To lack empathy means to be insensitive and unappreciative of the emotional and relational impact of

your messages. If you suggest that people with anxiety “should just deal,” you will offend a great many

people. If comments are laced with judgment suggesting that others are degrees of bad, stupid or lazy,
they will rightfully feel insulted.

There is a natural pull to distance from people who don’t treat our feelings with care. If you criticize first and ask questions later

or never — e.g., “I don’t want to hear your excuses” — your children will want to hide the inevitable next mistake.

Authenticity and empathy, by the way, need to be balanced. Being transparent about some things, such as “Wow! My new

coworker is really attractive,” would not be worth the insecurity caused to an often-neglected romantic partner. Being so

sensitive to the feelings of others that you hold back, overusing “I don’t want to burden anyone,” limits a more authentic,

mutual connection.

Build your skills by first assessing where you are on the spectrum of genuineness. How open are you about your perspectives?

When someone asks how you are, do you ever admit “tough day, actually,” as opposed to fulfilling the social script? If others

would say you are supportive of their feelings, you may be plenty empathic. However, be aware of times there may be a subtle

hurt at play for your receiver. Significant gains may be made even when you need only modest work on your style.

Own your needs. Accept that people are rarely good at reading minds or taking hints. Early stages of marital therapy often help
a spouse let go of “she should know what I want.” It is your responsibility to ask for what is important to you — yes, over and

over again. “I would like to discuss our family schedule with you after dinner” may be a reasonable, direct request in response
to start-of-school stress.

Self-disclose parts of your life story. Though there is such a thing as “TMI,” many people don’t share enough about themselves

to feel known and understood. Reveal some of your life content and something about your personality. If your father was

difficult most days of the year, try to say so. If you grew up without a love of ballet and much preferred “The Simpsons,” own

that.

Explain why things are important to you. Say why you have a clear vision for how you want family dinners to be (e.g., “I hated

the tension around the table growing up”). If people are experiencing you as overreacting, you might be leaving out an

important part of your backstory.

Label your emotional state. Say “I’m relaxed” or “I’m upbeat today.” It can be helpful to warn, “I’m tense” or “I’m irritable.”

By monitoring your emotional climate, you demonstrate responsibility for yourself and awareness of your potential impact. You

can also set limits, “I am preoccupied today; maybe we can meet tomorrow.”

Demonstrate your attempts to understand: “OK, I think I get it.” “Your main concern seems to be …” “You were hurt when I

…” These phrases all signify your efforts towards empathy. Note that expressing your conclusions tentatively is useful, as

communication is a process and multiple passes over a topic may be necessary.

Express appreciation of what comes naturally to people. By acknowledging one student’s thoroughness and another’s creativity,
a teacher shows that he respects students for who they are.
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Ask emotionally meaningful questions. Though you may fear being perceived as nosy, most people will appreciate your interest.

You can prepare the ground by respecting boundaries — “Do you mind if I ask ...”

Please share with me what happens when you ask someone in your circle about the part of their life they most enjoy, or about

their biggest source of marital discord. Trade in the fear of awkwardness for a chance at connectedness.

Greater authenticity and empathy will likely strengthen not only your relationships but your own mental health. Social support

lessens the burden of most of life’s challenges. Isolation and alienation can dampen even a lovely fall day. When there is a real

meeting of the minds in a family, among friends, on a team or at work, the energy can be transformative. A genuine and

emotionally intelligent culture can nurture the best within us.

Ben Johnson, PhD, ABPP is a clinical psychologist who practices, supervises and teaches psychotherapy at RICBT, Brown

University and URI. He loves helping people apply a broad range of psychological concepts and strategies to reduce isolation

and improve their moods, relationships, productivity and lives.
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